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From toy soldiers to tropical fruits 

From that Christmas on, the tree became 

increasingly important in European Christmas 

celebrations, which until then had only been 

characterized by church rituals and not much 

"Christmas in Versailles," artwork dated January 1871 

else. Once the Christmas tree had conquered the living rooms of the bourgeoisie it also found its 

way into the homes of poorer people. 

The First World War added to its further development, as Christmas trees were then decorated 

with nationalistic symbols, Peter Knierriem explains: "The entire arsenal of weaponry used in 

World War I came to serve as Christmas decorations in the form of glass pendants representing 

airplanes, grenades, mines or battleships." 

Not long thereafter, the tradition of exchanging gifts also took off in the way that we know it today. 

Tanja Roos, a historian specialized in economic and social history says that it initially started on a 

modest level: 

"Between 1900 and the start of World War II (1939), gifts for children were quite small - things like 

little homemade dolls and simple card games, as well as balls, books and wooden toys. Inspired by 

the events of World War I, war-themed toys such as tin soldiers or toy guns were added to the mix," 

Roos explains. 

Tanja Roos scrutinized many books of household accounts belonging to families in the city of 

Cologne, examining patterns of consumption around Christmas. Her work, based on those 

historical accounts spanning over a period of 

60 years, resulted in a book on the history of 

Christmas traditions. 

"Back then, the actual value of the Christmas 

gifts was fairly low," she explains in an 

interview with DW. 

"The more costly items among the gifts were 

household necessities, such as clothing. 

Sometimes people would splurge out on 

tropical fruits, which used to be difficult to 
obtain back then." 


